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Cyber threats to companies of all sizes can come from anywhere— from individual 
hackers with personal vendettas, to state-sponsored attacks that impact critical in-
frastructure and national security. Organizations and individuals face an enormous 
challenge in protecting critical resources and sensitive information. This complex 
environment requires significant investment in defensive technologies designed to 
protect, defend and mitigate against these threats. In order to be effective, technol-
ogies must interoperate to obtain the highest possible return on investment (ROI) 
and deliver fast, accurate and effective information to facilitate impactful decisions. 
At SAINT, a key tenant of our core strategy includes creating strategic alliances with 
solution providers with a proven track record of leadership and success in deliver-
ing security solutions to a world-wide market. In 2014, execution of that strategy 
included creating a technical partnership with Cisco, as a Cisco Solution Partner.

SAINT Security Suite

SAINT Security Suite provides authenticated and unauthenticated scanning and as-
sessments of a wide range of network-based hosts. The results provide insight into 
security risks that impact the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability 
of critical information and IT infrastructure. SAINT Security Suite identifies risks from 
host vulnerabilities and configuration weaknesses, exposure of sensitive content, 
risks to web applications and servers, as well as risks propagated as a result of the 
actions of the users that expose sensitive content or critical assets. SAINT extends 
the value of its solutions by providing integration and interoperability with other 
security investments. 

The Partner Solution

As a Cisco Solution Partner, SAINT is a member of the Cisco Security Technical 
Alliance program—an ecosystem of complementary technologies to help 
customers gain better security, faster resolution of critical events, and increase 
return on investment (ROI). Partners in this program have developed a proven inte-
gration capability with the Cisco Security product portfolio’s open and proprietary 
APIs and other integration points. SAINT Security Suite is part of this ecosystem—
providing interoperability with CISCO’s FireSIGHT Management Center, to support 
aggregation and correlation of vulnerability scan results as part of your overall risk 
posture within Cisco FireSIGHT analytics.
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How it Works

Cisco FireSIGHT enables customers to configure secure connectivity and data 
interoperability with other Cisco Partner solutions, thus enabling security in-
formation derived from these solutions to be automatically integrated into the 
correlation engine for analysis.

SAINT Security Suite provides configuration 
settings to define the Cisco FireSIGHT deploy-
ment to receive scan data, as well as global or 
job-specific configuration options for deter-
mining the source data to be transmitted.

The end result is integration of SAINT scan 
results into the analytics capability within 
Cisco FireSIGHT, as shown in this example. 
 
The combined power of this content enables 
users to align threat and vulnerability data for 
a more complete picture of risks.

About SAINT Corporation

Since its inception in 1998, SAINT has been 
developing innovative software solutions. SAINT’s customers include high-level 
government agencies, top colleges and universities, and major financial institu-
tions. Industries and governments all over the world are using SAINT products and 
services to manage IT security risk and compliance. SAINT Security Suite enables 
customers to:

•	 Identify security vulnerabilities on network devices, operating systems, 
desktop applications, web applications, etc.

•	 Detect and fix possible network security weaknesses before they’re exploited 
by intruders.

•	 Anticipate and prevent common system vulnerabilities

•	 Demonstrate compliance with current government and industry regulations, 
such as PCI DSS, NERC, and FISMA. 

For more information about SAINT as a Cisco partner or other SAINT solutions, 
please call us at 800-596-2006; e-mail us at sales@saintcorporation.com; or visit 
www.saintcorporation.com. 
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SAINT Security Suite,  
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(800) 596-2006 or  
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